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The other side. From a different point of view.
That is the role of Kyai Haji Yahya Cholil Staquf. He came [to Jerusalem] in a private capacity,
yet swiftly captured public attention and drew both praise and criticism to the Nahdlatul Ulama
(NU), the world’s largest Muslim organization, and to Indonesia, the world’s largest Muslimmajority nation. The effect of his visit is reverberating everywhere!
Suddenly, the world understood the role that Kyais [Nahdlatul Ulama scholars], the NU and
Indonesia can play. Consistently delivering a message that transcends disputes over justice and
peace: the Message of Rahmah (Compassion).
Compassion does not merely demand justice, but actively provides justice to others. [This is
Kyai Yahya’s] message to the warring parties [in the Middle East].
How often we issue demands in the name of justice. Yet without Compassion, we will merely
demand and forget to provide justice to others. This is a message that pierces [illusory, one-sided
narratives propagated by those driven by self-interest].
You are demanding the right to land, but have you acted justly towards others [who also lay
claim to this land]?
Do you understand what Kyai Yahya is aiming for?
A Message of Compassion conveyed with compassion. There is no verbal abuse. No harsh
judgment towards either warring party. But all who have the gift of understanding can feel [Kyai
Yahya’s] staunch advocacy of peace and reconciliation.
Those who hope that one party to the conflict will be roundly abused are disappointed. That is
Compassion!
[The oft-repeated slogan] “I stand with Palestine,” conveyed through the Message of
Compassion. Not literally “I stand,” because the Message of Compassion is delivered in a calm
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voice while relaxed and seated. “Let us support the Palestinians not because they hate Israel, but
in order to channel and convey God’s Infinite Compassion [towards Muslims, Jews and
Christians alike].” That is the message Pak Yahya delivered, in a tranquil rather than angry or
falsely “heroic” tone of voice.
The world has now witnessed a Kyai from Rembang [Central Java] visiting Jerusalem on his
own initiative, speaking in a calm and level voice, searching for common ground [between
enemies] and offering the concept of Rahmah, which inspires us to embrace rather than attack
others.
I call it “A cool and tranquil voice from Rembang, delivering a Heavenly Message.”
Global civilization faces the threat of ever-widening conflict. Three centers of power must be
penetrated to convey the Message of Compassion. In May, Kyai Yahya met the Vice President of
the United States in the White House. Now he has visited Jerusalem. It simply remains for him to
meet Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman in Saudi Arabia.
You may disagree with what Kyai Yahya did [in visiting Jerusalem]. But do not underestimate
the Message of Compassion that he delivered, in order to foster world peace. This is the true
Heavenly Message. You may not realize it, but the Noble Prophet was present, in Jerusalem,
when Kyai Yahya delivered his Message of Compassion.
“We [God] did not send you, O Muhammad, for any purpose other than to be a source of
universal love and compassion” (Qur’an 21:107).
Every Muslim who echoes the Message of Compassion that the Prophet taught, will be
accompanied and defended by the Prophet Muhammad himself.
This is no longer an issue that pertains to Kyai Yahya, the Nahdlatul Ulama and Indonesia.
[Rather, it pertains to those who have heard the Heavenly Message and must now decide whether
to embrace or reject it].
For Kyai Yahya has [fulfilled his duty to God and] delivered his Heavenly Message. He has
accepted immense abuse for having assumed the burden of delivering it. Many may choose to
ignore it. But those who understand that this is indeed a Heavenly Message will recite His
Beautiful Names and offer praise and prayers for the Noble Prophet.
Let us convey this Message of Compassion, without ceasing.
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